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Below is some general information about the major updates and new features that

have been released in recent versions of core Moodle™. If you would like to share this

resource with colleagues who do not have an account in the Open LMS support portal,

please use the PDF handout version attached.

Moodle™ 3.10 > 3.11

Visual changes to completion tracking

Completion tracking tick boxes now appear as "mark as done" buttons on

the course page.

New settings allow teachers to hide or show activity dates and completion

conditions on the course page.

Please see our separate article about Completion tracking changes in

Moodle™ 3.11 for more details and FAQs. 

Learners can control the speed at which Audio and Video �les will play.

An Accessibility toolkit (from Brick�eld Education Labs) identi�es course

accessibility issues.

Teachers can hide content in the content bank by marking it as unlisted.

A new column in the content bank displays the number of times an item is linked. 

Teachers can view overrides and students can view pass grades directly on the

Quiz page. 
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Custom pro�le �elds may be selected in User policies > Show user identity so

they display in participant lists.

Please see the New Features in v3.11 documentation for more information.

 

Moodle™ 3.9 > 3.10

Ability to download course content if instructor gives permission to do so.

Send your badges to your choice of backpack.

Easily see remaining time with a new scrolling quiz timer.

Viewed folder resource images and HTML �les directly in the browser without

having to download them.

Ability to download and/or replace H5P �les in the content bank.

Set quizzes to be marked complete based on one or more attempts.

Import and export custom language strings for language customization.

Please see the New Features in v3.10 documentation for more information.

 

Moodle™ 3.8 > 3.9 (LTS) 

A prominent 'Turn editing on' button

'Go to top' of page navigation option

The Activity chooser has been overhauled, now featuring the ability to con�gure

the display and specify recommended types

H5P integration improvements, including a content bank and better reporting

capabilities

Improved participants page �ltering

Ability to copy entire courses

Improved Safe Exam Browser integration

Accessibility enhancements within the Atto text editor

Clearer navigation in the Book module

A new completion condition based on the "previous" activity

Specify access dates when enabling new User Tours 
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Please see the New Features in v3.9 documentation for more information.
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